Dedicated to improving health, hope & humanity

Use your personal pharmacy: Let your “Ha-Ha” out …

Unzip your funny bone, get your “ha” on...

Laughter really is the best medicine.”
Book a Laughter Session Today!

“Laughter really is the best medicine.”
Join thousands of others in global community who have discovered the benefits
that laughing provides on the human condition. Derived from ancient wisdom
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Coping Skill * Generates joy, happiness & hope
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An Impactful Keynote for Conferences or Special events; add FLASH mini-laughter
quickies to further ignite the learning fun.

Kinza Christenson, CLL
The Performance Pro
Morale Builder and Humorist
Keynotes * Training * Events
www.kinza.net / kinza@kinza.net

262-567-6317
Certified Laughter Leader with the World Laughter Tour
Dedicated to improving health, hope & humanity

